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Editorial on the Research Topic

Implementation science to address health disparities and improve the

equitable implementation of proven interventions

The constitution of the WHO states that “every human being should enjoy the highest

attainable standard of health without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic

or social condition.” Yet, this fundamental right is not fully enjoyed by all people, as

decades of health disparities research have documented. Health disparities are fueled by

social and structural determinants of health, including racism and discrimination (1),

which shape access, implementation, and sustainability of health interventions or services.

Implementation science offers perspectives and tools that can be harnessed to promote

health equity (2–4), and several recommendations on how to achieve this have been

published (5–10).

Experts state that the implementation science field has fallen short in terms of designing

equitable implementation strategies, employing equity-focused metrics, integrating equity

in frameworks, and working with organizations/sectors outside healthcare (2, 3). The

studies published in this Research Topic tackle these shortcomings by employing

meaningful engagement and partnerships with community members and organizations,

identifying implementation determinants unique to underserved settings and strategies to

address them, and introducing tools to co-producing health interventions and assessing

bias in healthcare decision making. In addition, new ideas on how to address equity in

sustainability efforts and how to re-shape the implementation science field are introduced

which open research areas for implementation scientists to pursue. These studies are

authored by a range of implementation scientists, including well-established leaders in the

field and early career implementation scientists from under-represented groups.

Five studies in this Research Topic identified implementation determinants which

are factors believed or empirically shown to influence implementation outcomes (11).

González-Casanova et al. identified implementation determinants for mental health

promotion practices among promotores serving immigrants in Mexican consulates in the
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United States. Seth et al. identified organizational factors associated

with the adoption of pre-exposure prophylaxis therapy among

family planning clinics in the Southern United States. Singh et al.

examined barriers and facilitators to providing, accessing, and

receiving LGBTQ+ affirming care within the Veteran’s Health

Administration among clinicians and veterans. Fuster et al.

examined the outcomes and implementation determinants of

interventions co-developed using Human-Centered Design in two

Latin American restaurants in New York. Finally, Itanyi et al.

identified implementation determinants of cervical cancer control

practices in the existing HIV care infrastructure in Nigeria and

strategies to address them. To avoid inadvertently reinforcing

health inequities (12), implementation strategies should address the

context-specific determinants present in minority-serving settings.

These studies identify several determinants that can be addressed

through equity-promoting implementation strategies.

Three studies in this Research Topic focused on developing

community partnerships to promote the equitable implementation

of health interventions in the United States. Akintobi et al.

described an evaluation of the Community Engaged Course and

Action Network developed in the state of Georgia. Authors provide

lessons to strengthen community-based participatory research

principles and partnerships to improve health outcomes among

communities of color. Blebu et al. described how cross-sector

partnerships helped identify implementation factors related to

racial disparities in adverse birth outcomes among marginalized

populations in California. Finally, Steinman et al. described how

partnerships with community-based organizations helped identify

implementation strategies to improve access to depression care

among underserved older adults in Washington and California. As

previously recommended (12), these studies prioritize the needs of

FIGURE 1

Contributions of the studies published in this Research Topic.

community partners and describe how implementation science can

foster community resilience and active engagement.

Developing the science of adaptation has been recommended

to advance health equity in implementation science (3) and

two studies in this Research Topic address this area. Hess

and Davis adapted the Community Guide recommendations

for increasing physical activity in rural community settings

and demonstrated adaptation and context relevance were

critical to the dissemination of recommendations in rural

communities. Woodard et al. adapted a suicide safety planning

intervention using peer support in rural areas and provide

a comprehensive assessment of barriers and facilitators to

implementing an adapted version of the model. These studies

provide useful examples of systematic processes for conducting

planned adaptations; their findings highlight the importance

of improving the fit and relevance of health interventions for

rural communities.

Two other studies in this Research Topic introduced new

research tools to promote health equity. Yardley et al. introduced

the Agile Co-production and Evaluation framework for developing

public health interventions, messaging, and guidance. The

framework seeks to inform efforts to rapidly develop interventions

and messaging by combining co-production methods with large-

scale testing and real-world evaluation. Pool et al. introduced

a tool to assess bias during team-based clinical decision-

making. The tool can be used to promote a more equitable

decision-making processes in healthcare by identifying the

presence of team-based bias, promoting reflexivity, and informing

implementation strategy design and testing. Future use of these

tools will determine their utility and potential to promote

health equity.
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Finally, two perspectives in this Research Topic introduced

new areas the implementation science field should pursue

to promote health equity. The first perspective from Shelton

et al. discussed how a health equity framing is essential to

sustaining evidence-based interventions in under-resourced

communities. This perspective focuses on identifying and

nurturing existing assets within individuals and communities and

provides recommendations to make progress toward sustainability.

A perspective by Bradley et al. introduced a conceptual frame

for integrating scholarship from the Black Radical Tradition in

implementation science. Through a disciplinary self-critique of the

field, authors call for a re-alignment of implementation science

to focus on examining and dismantling systems that perpetuate

racial inequalities. These perspectives open opportunities to

explore novel equity-related issues in the implementation

science field.

The studies published in this Research Topic offer several

equity-focused lessons for the implementation science field

and identify future directions to pursue (Figure 1). First,

implementation science should be reframed from a “rubric

of scarcity” to one that fosters the resilience of historically

underserved communities who are engaged as active partners (13).

Implementation research efforts should thus follow community-

centered approaches that foster resilience among minoritized

communities and promote active engagement through shared

power and decision making. Second, to avoid inadvertently

reinforcing health inequities (12), implementation science

should prioritize the history of struggle among minoritized

populations to gain access to health. Any efforts to reduce

health disparities should be designed and implemented through

the lens of this historical struggle. Finally, implementation

science should focus on addressing the structural systems

that perpetuate health inequities. A structural competency

framework (14) could be adopted to dismantle the systems

that lead to poor access to and implementation of evidence-

based interventions.

In closing, substantial work is needed to ensure every person

enjoys the highest attainable standard of health. This Research

Topic offers ideas to capitalize on the potential the implementation

science field has to promote good health for all.
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